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A.I.

machine 
learning

regression

recommendation 
systems

translation

neural 
networks

natural language 
processing

computer vision

prediction

classification



Practical problems

Learning from data and making predictions

Overlap with statistics and optimization

Computational approach

Summary (over-simplified)

Fit a mathematical model to data and use 
it to make predictions.

Machine Learning



ML Glossary



model

  mathematical formula used to approximate the data

parameter

  variable in the model that controls its behaviour

labels/classes

  quantity/type that we want to predict

features

  measurements used as predictors of labels/classes

training

  using features and known labels/classes to fit a model

* I’m not an ML expert. Don’t quote me on this.



Different flavors
Supervised Learning

Fit model on data to “train” it for 
predictions. Apply to new data.

Ex: regression, spam detection

Unsupervised Learning

Extract information and structure from the 
data without “training”.

Ex: clustering, principal component analysis



Unsupervised
Learning

(by example)
Based on “Learning Seattle's Work Habits from Bicycle 
Counts” by Jake VanderPlas (http://jakevdp.github.io).



Data
Hourly bicycle trips across Seattle's Fremont Bridge:

(data.seattle.gov)



(data.seattle.gov)



Data

For each day:

Hourly count (24) 

X

East and West sidewalk sensors (2)

= 48 total observations

How to visualize a 48-dimensional dataset?

Hourly bicycle trips across Seattle's Fremont Bridge:



Data
Hourly bicycle trips across Seattle's Fremont Bridge:

(data.seattle.gov)



Principal Component Analysis

Nicoguaro (2016) CC-BY



Principal Component Analysis



Principal Component Analysis

2 types 

of days



from sklearn.decomposition import PCA
Xpca = PCA(0.9).fit_transform(X)

Principal Component Analysis

2 types 

of days



Clustering 



from sklearn.mixture import GMM
gmm = GMM(2, covariance_type='full', random_state=0)
gmm.fit(Xpca)
cluster_label = gmm.predict(Xpca)

Clustering 
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Clustering (back to original data)
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Clustering (back to original data)



Information comes 

from the data itself 

(no models)



Supervised
Learning



Train a model on data

data

model
coefficients

known
outputs

least-squares
gradient descent

linear function (regression)
neural network weights

items purchased
rock type

dog or muffin

browsing behaviour
well logs
pictures



Make predictions with the model

output

trained 
model

new 
data

“You might also like…”
“This is shale”
“Dog for sure”

product page
new well location
user pictures

forward operation



Make predictions with the model

output

trained 
model

new 
data
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“This is shale”
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new well location
user pictures

forward operation



Example:
facies

classification
from well logs

Based on Hall (2016) tutorial on The Leading Edge



Features (well logs)

● Gamma ray
● Resistivity
● Photoelectric effect
● Neutron-density 

porosity difference 
● Average 

neutron-density 
porosity

● Nonmarine/marine 
indicator

● Relative position

Classes (facies)

● Nonmarine sandstone
● Nonmarine coarse 

siltstone
● Nonmarine fine siltstone
● Marine siltstone and 

shale
● Mudstone
● Wackestone
● Dolomite
● Packstone-grainstone
● Phylloid-algal 

bafflestone

Data





Features (well logs)

Data

       gamma  resistivity position … 

obs1   …      …           … 

obs2   …      …           … 

…

obsN   …      …           … 



Training

well 
logs

known
facies

classifier

SVM = Support Vector Machine



Training

well 
logs

known
facies

classifier

SVM = Support Vector Machine

from sklearn.svm import SVC
clf = SVC(C=10, gamma=1)
clf.fit(feature_matrix, known_facies)



How well does the 
model perform?



Validation



Split the dataset

dataset

train test

60-95%  /   5-40%
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dataset

train test

classifier

60-95%  /   5-40%



Split the dataset

dataset

train test

classifier predict test

60-95%  /   5-40%



Split the dataset

dataset

train test

classifier predict test

score

60-95%  /   5-40%



Facies prediction score
95% train - 5% test

F1 score

Overall measurement of classification accuracy.

1 - perfect prediction

0 - worse possible

0.43





DATA ARE 
EVERYTHING



DATA ARE 
EVERYTHING*



Model 
Selection



Model selection

Tune model parameters based on score 
against test data.

● Automatic
● Prevent 

overfitting 
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● Prevent 
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dataset

train test

classifier predict test

score

repeat 
for parameter 
combinations

best score



Model that best 

predicts data it has 

never seen



Model that best 

predicts data it has 

never seen*



Hand tuning Hall & Hall (2017) The Leading Edge contest



Gridding



Gridding is prediction

Predict values on points without measurements

Green’s functions

Linear model: data = f(coefficients)

Estimate coeffs based on observations

Predict data on grid using coeffs

AKA radial basis functions



fatiando.org/verde





3-component GPS
Extension of Sandwell & Wessel (2016) GPS gridder to 3D











Green's functions

(Okumura, 1995)



Green's functions force displacement

(Okumura, 1995)



Green's functions force displacement

ML speak:
feature matrix coefficients labels



zu = 50km



zu = 20km



Controlling parameters:
regularization parameter

height of displacements

Poisson's ratio

force locations



Plate Boundary Observatory 2017 data



dataset

train test

forces predict test

R2 score

70%  /   30% repeat 
for parameter 
combinations

best score

forces

Automatic tuning:



best score (R²)

configurations tested

regularization parameter

height of displacements

Poisson's ratio

force locations (fixed) 

0.91

120

50

10 km

0.5

same as data

Automatic tuning:





residuals



Coupled 3-component gridding works

Even if physics is not exact

Use weights to account for uncertainty

Automatic tuning == easy to use

Large memory footprint

Future work

Tune location of forces

Larger datasets

Comparisons with other methods

Main points:
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Conclusions



ML == Automation

Data selection and sorting

Identification of anomalies/faults/features

Open-source is the future (mostly Python)

scikit-learn is most popular

TensorFlow (Google)

PyTorch (Facebook)

Borrow techniques for inversion

Model selection and validation

Equivalent layer
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ML == Automation

Data selection and sorting

Identification of anomalies/faults/features

Open-source is the future (mostly Python)

scikit-learn is most popular

TensorFlow (Google)

PyTorch (Facebook)

Borrow techniques for geophysical inversion

Model selection and validation

Equivalent layer



BEWARE OF OVERFITTING
ALWAYS keep some data for validation

If automatically tuning, split 3 ways

Models are only as good as training data

Neural networks need a lot of data

Data is the new gold

Where human bias creeps in
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